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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

LABEL DESCRIPTION

LEGIT Favorite is legitimate; don’t play against (most likely winner, top-2, and top-3 finisher)

SOFT Vulnerable favorite; good to play against when there are other strong contenders

BAD Bad favorite; play against

KEY Projecting  ≥35% win chance (approx. odds range 8/5 or less) 

TIER-1 Contender with about  ≥20% win chance (approx. odds range 9/5 - 4/1) and/or approx. 70% chance of running 
in-the-money

TIER-2 Contender with about ≥ 10% win chance (approx. odds range 5/1 - 10/1) and/or approx. 50% chance of running 
in-the-money

TIER-3 Fringe Contender you just can’t label TOSS use as spread in a chaotic/contentious races

TOSS Can be confidently eliminated from all vertical and horizontal pools

PRIME Non-Favorite KEY

VALUE TIER-1 Contender ≥5/1

EX_VALUE TIER-2 odds ≥ 10/1
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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

R2 - WOODY STEPHENS - G1

PLOT ANALYSIS 

Small and very competitive field. This will be a real 
jockeys race. There is very little separating four of the 
five contenders on OptixFIGs.


EARLY  

There could be some early contention on the front-end. 
The tactics will be the key here. The 1 - NO PAROLE is 
the speed and with the rail draw will commit, but both 
the 3 - MISCHIEVOUS ALEX and 4 - ECHO TOWN will 
be in pressing/stalking positions right behind. The 4 
looks a tad better on the PLOT, but all three front runners 
are viable.


MIDPACK


2- MERU could sit the right trip just behind the front-end 
grouping. If those three soften each other up this guy 
could be in the perfect spot.


REAR 


The 5 - SHOPLIFTED is lone close in the field. The early 
pace contention could help this guy’s late pace. 
However, his OptixFIGs don’t fit the range and his 
SURFDIST PLOT is a negative Q4 circle.


EARLY MIDPACK REAR
EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 NO PAROLE 3 TIER-2
Q1 square but is an E type and will be challenged early. He has been facing softer competition and 
did not keep up in his only Graded Stakes try; it was the only time he was unable to make the lead. 
6f might be his more optimal distance.

2 MERU 5/2 TIER-1 2nd off the layoff. Ran the highest 2 year old OptixFIG (101) in the field. Could fall into good tracking 
trip behind early pace types.

3 MICHEVIOUS ALEX 5/2 TIER-1 Should be part of a solid early pace.  Only graded Stakes winner in the field. Other speeds PLOT a 
tad better.

4 ECHO TOWN 9/5 TIER-1 Has done little wrong in short career. The only knocks are first time graded stakes and first time 
going beyond 6f. 

5 SHOPLIFTED 8 TIER-3 Looks too slow. Best OptixFIGS below today’s OptixFIG range. 

R2 - WOODY STEPHENS - G1
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R4 - PENNINE RIDGE - G2

PLOT ANALYSIS 

Top 3 finishers have come from all quadrants and in all 
shapes and sizes in Widener turf routes this meet.

RED fit here but moderate/slow pace with some 
contention seems reasonable.


EARLY 

3 - PROVEN STRATEGIES should be the early leader. 
Expect primary contention to come from 5 - VANZZY 
trying turf for 1st time. He will need to apply some 
pressure to keep the 3 honest. 6 - MAROON MANIAC 
plots forwardly here but is lightly raced and I suspect a 
touch slower than the other early runners.


MIDPACK


The 4 - MR. KRINGLE and 7 - FAMISHED look to be 
sandwiched between the front runners and closers. As 
circles behind a projected slow place they will have their 
work cut out from them catching the 3 and holding off 
the expected late charge from the 1.


REAR 

The favorite 1 – DECORATED INVADER will be coming 
late. He spotted the runoff leaders 15 lengths in The 
Cutler Bay and got clear wide to win going away late. 
Has shown the ability to be closer to slow paces prior to 
that and has won over less than firm ground. The 2 - 
VENEZUELAN HUG is a late runner as well but gets 
tested for class in this spot. 


EARLY MIDPACK REAR
EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

R4 - PENNINE RIDGE - G2

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 DECORATED INVASION 6/5 LEGIT Only 2 lengths separates this one from a perfect 5 for 5 record. Wins with any kind of reasonable trip. 
Single.

2 VENEZUELAN HUG 6 TOSS ML odds seem a little low. FL bred needs to show more than he has so far.

3 PROVEN STRATEGIES 3 TIER-2
Will be hoping for a speed BIAS but Widener has been playing fair so far this meet. Faces Clement 
varsity after getting run down by Clement JV GUFO in last. FL bred is main threat but will need 
choice to bring B game.

4 MR. KRINGLE 10 TIER-2 Competitive in last 2 on turf but still only a maiden winner. Could sneak a 2nd in here with 
improvement and if one of the top 2 falters.

5 VANZZY 12 TOSS Winner of 2 listed stakes on AW tracks. Got away with slow early fractions in both. Will have classier 
company early in here.

6 MAROON MANIAC 8 TIER-2
Broke maiden (on dirt) last out in front running fashion. Beaten ¾ length on turf by DOMESTIC 
SPENDING in his debut. That one came back to take a first level allowance here during the meets 
opening week. Outside chance with improvement.

7 FAMISHED 5 TOSS Decent enough turf efforts but nothing to suggest he can win this one. Thought he would be closer to 
15/1.
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R6 - WONDER AGAIN - G3

PLOT ANALYSIS


Another short field, another jockey’s race. Pace tactics 
will play a pivotal role in the race outcome. 


EARLY 

The 2 - SWEET MELANIA and 4 - ANTOINETTE seem 
to control the front-end. In my opinion the STANDARD 
plot seems the more accurate one since ANTOINETTE 
turf races were back in her 2 year old season and she 
has improved as a 3 year old. The top two hold a 
significant pace advantage if the jocks let them roll a 
little early, but if they grab and the field is bunched up 
they could give away their advantage.


MIDPACK 


5 - SELFLESSLY could sit the right trip just behind the 
front-end grouping and get the first run on 

3 - HIGHLAND GLORY. 

REAR 


 3 - HIGHLAND GLORY has the best late pace in the 
field and is a viable contender. I can see a scenario 
where the speeds grab, she sits behind a bunched field 
and blows by them late with her one run.


EARLY MIDPACK REAR
EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 SPEAKTOMEOFSUMMER 8 TOSS Disqualified on PLOT, class and speed. There is potential for some upside with age progression, but 
this is a tough spot for a return.

2 SWEET MELANIA 7/5 SOFT The layoff is worrisome, but G2 winner should be able to use her speed to a tactical advantage. Based 
on M/L looks like a SOFT favorite just because the race is so competitive.

3 HIGHLAND GLORY 2 TIER-1 She is a viable contender, but she will need a certain race flow to help her out. She has a recency 
advantage on most likely favorites.

4 ANTOINETTE 6 TIER-1
Good OptixFIGs improvement from her 2 to 3 year-old season. Was improvement dirt? Back on grass 
today and  could catch a 2w trip flanking behind a moderate pace. Like the 3 has a recency edge on 
likely favorites. Based on M/L potential value play.

5 SELFLESSLY 5/2 TIER-1
Brown knows how to get them ready for these big days. She will need to improve, but there is natural 
progression from two to three years old. Another viable contender, but the long layoff and pace 
dynamics may not play in her favor. 

R6 - WONDER AGAIN - G3
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R8 - ACORN - G1

PLOT ANALYSIS 

The very low contention and SpeedRate should favor the 
front-end here. This race go through 1 - GAMINE. who 
projects to have an early pace advantage. They will have 
her to reel in and it might not be easy. The presser/
stalker 2 - LUCREZIA might be relegated to chase mode 
and it could impact her late pace leaving her vulnerable 
for the exacta. The 4 - CASUAL STANDARD PLOT 
makes him a viable contender.


EARLY MIDPACK REAR
EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 GAMINE 1 LEGIT She tests graded company for first time, but she looks like a strong wire-to-wire winner. She has the look of 
a single.

2 LUCREZIA 9/2 TIER-3 Her two most recent good efforts were forwardly placed on Very Slow early paces. She will have to deal with 
a much faster pace in front of her today and it could take some kick out her late steam.

3 WATER WHITE 10 TIER-3 Not much improvement from age 2 to 3. Her PLOT looks soft. 

4 CASUAL 3 TIER-2 She has done nothing wrong in two starts. She has the next best PLOT in the field, but she really has a class 
challenge here. Her win races have come back pretty weak.

5 GLASS CEILING 20 TIER-3
Her form is progressive and her last race was her biggest OptixFIG ever, but it was in an off-the- turf event 
and NOTES was not crazy about her GALLOP- out while going only 7f . She needs to improve again to win. 
Fringe.

6 PLEASANT ORB 20 TIER-3
She must be doing well for Tagg to put her in here, but she seems light on OptixFIGS compared to the top 
contenders and that form is kind of reflected in the PLOT. She might be one to take a shot with in 
underneath exotics.

7 PERFECT ALIBI 5 TIER-3 Had a solid 2 year old  campaign, but  seemed a bit challenged at the G1 level. She is going right into G1 off 
a 232 day layoff. This is not an easy assignment.

R8 - ACORN - G1
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R9 - JAIPUR - G1

PLOT ANALYSIS 

A red FIT, fuzzy PLOT? Maybe not.


EARLY 

With a clean start the 6 - HIDDEN SCROLL projects to 
be on the front or stalking the 4 - PURE SENSATION all 
other runners are off the pace types. Advantage front 
runners. 


OFF THE PACE


The 3- TEXAS WEDGE is a G2 winner and comes off 
decent prep race. He could work a decent forwardly trip 
in a without a ton of speed. All his wins have come at 
shorter than today’s distance. Mixed. The 

1 - KANTHAKA, 2- OLEKSANDRA,  5 - STUBBINS  
and 7 - WHITE FLAG all look fairly similar on the PLOT. 
Use other handicapping factors and price to help 
separate these runners. STUBBINS could get first run 
coming out of 5f race and could get the first run on the 
other closers.


EARLY MIDPACK REAR EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 KANTHAKA 10 TIER-3 Comes off a year layoff and is placed directly into a G1. He is a first time gelding for a new trainer. 
His last race was the first time he had ever stepped on the grass.

2 OLEKSANDRA 7/2 TIER-2 Good finish in G2 going 5.5f, proven at todays distance at today’s track. Second race in his current 
form cycle. Another contender in a contentious race.

3 TEXAS WEDGE 4 TIER-2 Is a G2 winner and comes off decent prep race. He could work a decent forwardly trip in a without a 
ton of speed. All his wins have come at shorter than today’s distance. Mixed.

4 PURE SENSATION 5/2 BAD 9 year old is a warrior seems more of a Grade 3 v. Grade 1 type. 6f probably is not his optimal 
distance and this is his first race in 231 days. He will have to deal with the 3 and 6 early.

5 STUBBINS 3 TIER-1 This 6f distance might suit him best. This is his second race off the layoff, previous G2 winner. Per 
the track profile for 6f turf he PLOTs the best.

6 HIDDEN SCROLL 8 TIER-1 Should appreciate the grass and should get a decent forward trip. There is a lot of unrealized 
potential here so we understand caution. His M/L looks a too high. Fair price at 4/1 or better.

7 WHITE FLAG 8 TIER-2 PLOTs well enough, but seems a notch below graded stakes level.

8 LONHTWIST 50 TOSS Deep closer seems outclassed here. Q4 CIRCLE a major negative. Pass.

WAGERING GUIDE *** Based on M/L, adjust accordingly

NO TYPE R9 R10 R11 R12
1 P4 6 1,5,8,9 1,4,9,10 8,10
2 P4 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 1,5,8,9 4,9 8,10
3 P4 6 1,5,8,9 4,9 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,10,13
4 P4 2,3,5,6 5 1,2,4,7,9,10 8,10

R9 - JAIPUR - G1
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R10 - BELMONT STAKES - G1

PLOT ANALYSIS 

A red and confusing PLOT, but let's dig in and see if you 
can upgrade/downgrade certain contenders. 


EARLY 

1 - TAP IT TO WIN and 8 - TIZ THE LAW  dominate the 
early pace on the PLOT. TAP IT TO WIN plot is probably 
better than it looks. In fact it you focus solely on 3 year 
old form he probably would be a Q1 square to the left 
and above everyone. If the other chasers can’t apply 
enough pressure it could leave TIZ THE LAW in chase 
mode which could hurt his late kick. The only other 
wrinkle is they send 6 - FORE LEFT hard and he 
changes the pace dynamic by stretching the field.


MIDPACK


5 - FARMINGTON ROAD plots all the way to the right 
but is in Quad II suggesting he might not be that far back 
in today’s race. He has been running in fast pace races 
and finding himself way back in the field early with too 
much to do. He comes out of some pretty strong graded 
stakes races. 9 - DR POST and 10 - PNEUMATIC are 
both class challenged but are lightly raced and still have 
upside potential. They could be well positioned if one or 
both early pace types comes back to field and the 5  
doesn’t fire his shot.


REAR


2- SOLE VOLANTE ran very well last time downing an 
above average GP allowance field. He has the quick turn 
around 10 days to deal after a big effort off an extended  
layoff. Based on his morning line he has an underlay 
look. 3 - MAX PLAYER might be up against it from a 
class/recency/OptixFIG standpoint, but he is a horse to 
keep an eye out as the distances get even farther. 


EARLY MIDPACK REAR EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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R10 - BELMONT STAKES

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 TAP IT TO WIN 6 TIER-2 In sharp form. Impressive A- last out. Projects to be the speed and will take them as far has he can. He will need to put away some other 
pressers including TIZ THE LAW and hold off-the-closers. Major class and distance challenges.

2 SOLE VOLANTE 9/2 TIER-2 Consistent runner has not run a bad race, but he has never had this short of spacing between races. His last OptixFIG was clearly best so 
there is some concern of regression. Based on M/L he could be an underlay.

3 MAX PLAYER 15 TOSS Looks up against it from a class/recency/OptixFIG standpoint, but he is a horse to keep an eye out as the distances get even 
farther.

4 MODERNIST 15 TIER-3 His form has shown good progression, but he needs another major improvement to compete. He might be used early trying to keep pace 
with some of the other early pace types.

5 FARMINGTON ROAD 15 TIER-1
Has shown really nice progression. Ran well in his last two despite being X_BIAS last time and running a BTL  (better than looked effort) 
two back. Q2 square is good PLOT at this track/surface/distance. The Q2 placing may suggest he could be closer to the pace today. Based 
on M/L looks like a real good exotics anchor (all slots).

6 FORE LEFT 30 TOSS Looks too slow, distance appears too far. The tactics might be to send hard and attempt to run field off their feet.

7 JUNGLE RUNNER 50 TOSS Way too slow. Pass.

8 TIZ THE LAW 6/5 SOFT A PERFECT trip in Fla. Derby. PLOT is a standout,  but maybe he could be softened up if he has to run faster in the middle part of the race 
chasing TAP IT TO WIN or someone else.

9 DR POST 5 TIER-1 Young developing horse has ability, showed his class in a non-graded stakes. Could get a tracking trip and get the first run on deeper 
closers.

10 PNEUMATIC 8 TIER-2 Has done little wrong in his short career. The competition gets stiffer here.

WAGERING GUIDE *** Based on M/L, adjust accordingly

NO TYPE 1st 2nd 3rd

1 W 5

2 EXB 5 1,8,9

3 TRI 1,8,9 1,2,8,9,10 5

4 TRI 1,8,9 5 1,2,3,4,8,9,10

5 TRI 5 1,8,9 1,2,3,4,8,9,10

5 TRI 5,9 1,5,9 1,2,3,4,5,8,9,10
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R11 - OClm80K

PLOT ANALYSIS 

Very contentious race. It’s hard to get a read on the 
current form with all the layoffs. It looks like there may 
not be a lot of early pace contention but there is enough 
early pace Speed Rate (39) to help any run style.


EARLY 

With the scratch of 3 - LARGENT the 4 - RED RIGHT 
HAND has a clear early pace advantage.


The 2 - BREAKING THE RULES, 7- MONARCHS 
GLENN and 10- HAVE AT IT are the midpack runners. 
Both 2 and 10 have recency issues while the 7 most 
recent race v. cheaper was subpar.


REAR


9 - DIGITAL AGE is the best closer in the field. He 
doesn’t necessarily need race flow to finish. He has won 
against SLOW early paces previously. Like all deep 
closers he must negotiate traffic but should be rolling 
late.

EARLY MIDPACK REAR EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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BELMONT STAKES DAY JUNE 20, 2020 (SATURDAY)

R11 - OClm80K

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 TALK OR LISTEN 10 TIER-2 The class drop and cut back in distance should help. First race in over a year. In capable hands.

1A SUPRISE TWIST 10 TOSS Last win came in 2018 and that was well below today’s level, not crazy about STANDARD PLOT.

2 BREAKING THE RULES 6 TIER-3 Had no success in graded stakes events before hitting the bench. Hard to gauge off a 370 day layoff.

4 RED RIGHT HAND 15 TIER-1 Came on at the end of last season, before dueling in a fast pace in Grade 3, 210 day layoff since, part of early potentially 
moderate pace today, not impossible.

5 ARGONNE 12 TOSS Drop after not handling graded stakes company. Best races going longer. Doesn’t PLOT well.

6 PILLAR MOUNTAIN 8 TOSS More of a distance horse, 251 days since last race, probably a  PREP?

7 MONARCHS GLEN 10 TIER-2 Better races fit today’s OptixFIG range, looks OK on PLOT, but hasn’t won since 2018 ASCOT.

8 SAND DANCER 30 TOSS Needs cheaper company to do best.

9 DIGITAL AGE 3 LEGIT Comes off a BTL (better than looked) in Grade 1 203 days ago, deep closer will need to trip, but is the horse to beat.

10 HAVE AT IT 10 TIER-2 Classy as a  3 year-old, never really made step forward as 4 year old, first race as 5 year old. Kind of a horse for the course.

WAGERING GUIDE *** Based on M/L, adjust accordingly

NO TYPE 1st 2nd 3rd

1 W 4

2 EXB 4 9,10

3 DBL 4,9 8,10

4 TRI 4,9 1,7,10 4,9

5 TRI 4,9 4,9,10 1,4,7,9,10
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R12 - ALW 56000n1x

PLOT ANALYSIS 

A bit hard to decipher the PLOT right now with 2 AEs 
and 2 MTOs included. The SURFDIST plot might be a 
better indicator so we will use that one, but make sure 
you re-evaluate the runners post scratches.


EARLY 

Expect the 2 - CRACK SHOT, 5 - IMPETUOUS, 9 - BIG 
WONDER and  10 - POWER UP PAYNTER as part of 
the early pace. CRACK SHOT looks more like midpack 
on the PLOT shading, but it’s because he has had issues 
with the start in a few of his races. He comes in fresh off 
a lengthy layoff and with Saez assigned expect he will be 
winging from the inside post. BIG WONDER doesn’t 
seem to fit class-wise. IMPETUS seems slow on 
OptixFIGs, but there is a OptixNOTES TURF? projection 
suggesting there he might have upside with a switch to 
the grass. POWER UP PAYNTER might get the trip just 
off the top-3 , but must avoid getting caught wide.


MIDPACK 


The second flight contenders are  1 - VETERANS 
BEACH and 1A - FLY FLY AWAY. VETERANS BEACH is 
fast enough to win this race and comes back as new 
gelding off nearly a year layoff. FLY FLY AWAY is 
another coming off a lengthy layoff. He has been 
competing v. stakes company in his last two races and 
though his efforts were not productive he had to deal 
with a negative track X_BIAS and a poor race TACTICS- 
in the other. If he’s ready to run and draws in the class 
relief should really help.


REAR


The 7- QIAN B C and 8 - TURBO DRIVE are both 
capable closers. 

EARLY MIDPACK REAR EARLY MIDPACK REAR
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R12 - ALW 56000n1x

PN HORSE M/L LABEL DESCRIPTION

1 VETERANS BEACH 4 TIER-2 First time gelding, Clement trainee has run fast enough on occasion to compete for the win.

1A FLY FLY AWAY 4 TIER-1 PLOTs well, some excuses in stakes tries, must overcome deep post, but definite contender if he draws in.

2 CRACK SHOT 3 TIER-2 Expect to be part of early pace, has had some gate issues in the past so a switch to Saez could be helpful.

3 DOUBLE SHOT 8 TIER-3 Comes off a HARD maiden win 112 days ago. First time grass?

4 SIMPLY 6 TIER-3 Comes off a PERFECT trip maiden win 108 days ago at Sam Houston.

5 IMPETUOUS 10 TIER-2 Seems slow on OptixFIGs, but there is a OptixNOTES TURF? projection suggesting there might have upside with a switch to 
the grass.

6 KIERKGAARD 15 TOSS Too slow, bad PLOT, pass.

7 QIAN B C 5 TIER-2 Another layoff runner, ran OK first time v. winners making a MOVE before flattening out suggesting 7f might be too long, PLOTs 
as huge Q4 SQUARE, but contention and SpeedRate look light.

8 TURBO DRIVE 8 TIER-1 Could be sneaky here. Has some very good 2 year old OptixFIGS sprinting on the grass. There are some excuses for his last 2 
races. Comes back as a gelding for capable trainer.

9 BIG WONDER 20 TOSS Doesn’t seem to fit class-wise. 

10 POWER UP PAYNTER 15 TIER-1 Excuses in last 2 races versus better, might get the trip just off the top-3 , but must avoid getting caught wide.


11 STARRY MESSENGER 50 TOSS Last turf win 2017 vs. much weaker.

12 COOLBOY 30 TOSS Turf races OK, but tough to back on recent form.

13 WHAT THE LUCK 12 TIER-2 Major TROUBLE+ last time in non-graded stakes, debut OK, first time gelding coming off nearly 2 year layoff. Recent turf work 
looked OK.

WAGERING GUIDE *** Based on M/L, adjust accordingly, assumes 1A doesn’t draw in

NO TYPE 1st 2nd 3rd

1 W 8,10

1 EXB 8,10

2 TRI 8,10 1,2,3,4,5,7,13 8,10

3 TRI 1,2,3,4,5,7,13 8,10 8,10

4 TRI 8,10 8,10 1,2,3,4,5,7,13


